
CHAPTER 53 

The Dissipation    of Wave Energy by Turbulence 

by 

YU Kuang-ming* 

1. Abatract 

This paper first gives a brief review of the existing research works on the 

laws governing the dissipation of rave energy by turbulence. Starting from the 

general theory of turbulent motion and the writer's suggestion in regard to the 

mixing length of water particles in two-dimensional flow and making use of the 

principle of dimensional analysis and the trochidal rave theory,  a formula has 

been derived to compute the mean dissipation per unit time and per unit hori- 

zontal area of wave energy due to turbulence. The formula takes the horizontal 

and vertical gradients of both the horizontal and vertical velocity fields into 

consideration. Coefficient in the formula has been determined through laboratory 

experiments. 

2. A Brief Review of Former Research Works 

Tt Is not far since the presentation of the suggestion that fluid turbu- 

lence plays an important role also in wave motion. The scientific researcher; 

on the laws governing the dissipation of wave energy by turbulence were 

started in the late forties of this century* but only in and after the fif- 

ties of this century had more research works boen gradually done. 

There are generally three different methods to study the problem of 

turbulent dissipation of wave energy. The first one' bases solely on the 

principle of dimensional analysis, making use of the  Tt-theorm. The advan- 

tages of this method lie in the simplicity of the process of derivation, but 

the selection of the independent variables and the determination of the 

formula patterns are to a certain degree arbitrnry.The typical example apply- 

ing this method of analysis can be found in literature (I). 
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The second mothod' utilizes the theoretical relationship of viscous dissipation of 

wave energy,  replacing the coefficient, of kinematic viscosity by means of the coefficient 

of kinematic eddy viscosity and then finds the functional   relationship between tto latter 

coefficient and the relevant physical quantities characterizing wave motion, applying the 

principle of dimensional analysis. The virtues and defects of this method are basically 

the same as that of the first method. Its typical example of application can be found 

in literature (2). 

The third method makes use of the theory of turbulent flow. This method proceeds 

from the internal structure of the current, gives-a deeper insight into the essence of 

the phenomenon and therefore has been widely used. Nevertheless, the existing theories 

take only the vertical gradients of the horizontal velocity field into consideration. 

But in wave motion, the magnitudes of the horizontal and vertical gradients of both the 

horizontal and vertical velocity fields are of the same ord^r. Thev should be considered 

simultaneously. Literatures. (3) and (h) can be referred to as1 the examples of application 

of this method. 

The discrepancies among the results of the existing research -works are very great. 

For instance, according to TKyKoBeu (£), the average rate of energy dissipation of wave 

motion due to turbulence is 108 times as great as that computed by means of the formula 

suggested by KpfeWIOB (l). Similarly, if one uses the results of \JJyjiePLKVM (6) and &06pn- 

Kt/IOHGKHM (3), the calculated values of this quantity will be several times to nearly 

one hundred times as great as that of KpMJIOB   for flat waves and steep waves respectively. 

3. Theoretical Analysis 

For -two-dimensional turbulent flow, one may assume (7) ,($) 

Txx—C?+2f£§£- (1 ) 

in which:      Txv"~"*"v comPon«nt °f the turbulent stress acting on a surface element,  the 

outward normal of which.is parallel to the X-axis? 

Zxx    and   £yy  have a similar meaning* 

? —— mass    density of liquid; 

£-—- coefficient of kinematic eddy viscosity; 
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U,y _„_ component velocities averaged over time in the X and T directions! 

C(,Cr•- constants! 

Referring to Prandtl's suggestion (8), in the case of two-dimenstohal flow, one 

may put 

8-l*|FI <z> 
Where . , 

t la the mixing length of fluid particles. 

According to th« trochoidal wave theory of deep water (7)» the Cartesian coordinated 

of water particles are* 

y— b~YheMa>$f   j 
where!     °?-.Ka+e-t K--*^- rf--^-  > 

\—— wave length; 

T wave periodj 

t ~— time! 

h wave height! 

a, b the'Lagrangian coordinates of a water particle, b-0 at free surface! 

0 base of the natural logarithm! 

X,Y    the horizontal and vertical coordinates of water particle (a, b) at 

tlae t! X-axis coincides with the central line of water surface and i,ts positive direction 

is opposite to that of wave propagation! Y-axis ia vertical and positive upwards. It 

passes wave trough at t—o#. 

Differentiating E{. (U) with respect to t yields 

U—|f— ±hte!u'Cos9—tfcy-W      1 
v~ft—^-^K<JeKbSinq>= i(x-OL)     J 

Differentiating Egs.Ck) *nd (5) with respect to X and T successively and simplifying 

the resulting equations gives 

3U        -gfcSiwP dU ^   iiiCii + aiSf) 
3* 1-*',      '       ay i-if 

W      i-tf 

(6) 
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h       tt-Uf)1 <7) 
1FI—Mfr-   I 

SubstitutinB £js.(2)»(6) and (7) into   Eq.(I) and re»rr«ngiiig the results, Me cm obt«l» 

w— cf- 4f jtl'y (S) 

Based on the theory of. turbulent flow (9), the energy loss <f of turbulent motion 

per unit time and per unit liquid volume is 

Substituting    Ej. (°) and (8) into    Eq. (9) yields 

+=-af^+(cf-cl)-*f^f (10) 

If one imagines two vertical planes to be drawn at unit crest width apart, parallel 

to the direotlon of wave propagation and extended from water surface to bottom, the total 

turbulent dissipation Z\ P<*' unit tiae and per ware length of the fluid between these 

planes is 

According to the rale of changing.of variables (IO)f It follows immediately that 

WtfcWjT-lggfgldadb M2) 
I n(x v) t in which     -ft-T—'•?(•     *s ^e functional  determinant of X»T with  respect to »»b» 

Differentiating Eq- (U) with respect to a and b suocesaiTely* substituting the 

results into the expression of    £[Q ¥?•   and sinpltfying leads to 

IWH-«?     ' ««> 
From   Eqs.   (I0)-(I3)' it may be seen that 

In two-dimensional flow, the writer suggests that 

W(F,ff,-§f) "*' 
•In accordance with the prinolple of dimensional analysis, putting 

where 0( is a dlmenslonlesa constant, one obtains 

AH -   -Pi+JJ.—i 
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l-Z 
Differentiating 

OF' 
ay 

9F2 

(16) 
L   ay    J 

-qt (?) with respect' to X and T respect!rely and substituting the 

results into Eq.   (16) gives 

*      |K(l+^XH-1§,WSf) [  i + i,C0Sf   j    I B 
ll 

ft  is determined from tha following conditions: at bottom(^,==03,   £—0j at water 

surface ( b«=0 ),   £5^^, Based on these conditions* one may put p2«»t, Hence* 

1   K'&mUZv (18) 
Setting X equal to \   and 0 successively in the first part of Efl_. d) and 

subtracting yields 

\—•^-x-ax-o+4"heKI>[s'"i(Kax.)l+i5t)-s;n(Kax-o+6t)] <i9) 

Evidently,   ax=)^-ax„0 = \      is a »olution satisfying E^.   f1'). Utilizing Ihis 

relationship and resolving rational fraction into simpler partial   fractions> one gets 

from    Ea. (18) by integration 

Substituting Eq>   (20) into    Eq. (ih) and then integrating, neglecting the minor 

terms and applying the relationship  rf=CK (c is "**•« celerity), one finds the average 

dissipation  E.j   of wave energy due to turbulence per unit time and per unit horizontal 

area as follows: 

Er~^-!W(Y-)5l<-£(^-)2] <2" 
U. Experimental Results^ 

In order to find the value of the constant  <X in   E<J- (21)* experiments were 

conducted in hydraulic laboratory. The ratios of water depths towave lengths were 

controlled in these experiments In such a manner that the condition of deep water wave 

was fulfilled and thus the dissipation due to bottom friction may not enter. 

The wave tank is 62,14© A long, 0.80m wide and I.flOm deep and has glass panels on 

both sides throughout its length. It is provided with an end slag mound of slops TtIO 

to avoid wave reflection. Two wave gauges of resistance type were usod. They were 

placed along the center line of the tank in measuring sections I and 2 which were 

Ifi.OOra apart. The equation of balance of wave energy between sections land 2 is 

E,-E2=L(ET+E/<+Ea+Ew) (22) 
where 
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Ej E? **ls average quantity* of enargy transmitted by waves per unit time and 

per unit crest width in the direction of ware propagation through sections I and 2 

respectively! 

Ejf**** rate of dissipation due to fluid viscosity, negligible in oompatison with 

that of- turbulent dissipation? 

Egg-*-— the average dissi pation per unit time and per unit horizontal area in 

the boundary surface between air and liquid when wave propagates in calm air* 

f^ the average dissipation per unit timetJ'pS)' Unit horizontal area caused by 

the friction of the side walls of the wave tank) 

L ——_ horizontal distance between sections I and 2, L**l8.00mj 

In accordance with the trocholdnl wave theory, it is well known that 

123) 

16       *>'       2\* • 
in which hi and h^are the wave heights in aections X and 2 respectively» and g is the 

acceleration of gravity. Ea   is calculated by means of LUyJ!eRKHHSformula(6), which 

was derived on the basis of wind tunnel tests. 

where  f'  is the density of air and X is a dimenslonless .coefficient. As for the value 

of Bvv t Hunt's result (II) is applied. 
Ev^H-/ff*2 (25) 

where B is the width of the wave tank and J4    is the dynamic viscosity of water. 

From Eos. (2I)-(25),  the value of   <*2  can be computed with the help of- the 

measuring data. The result of computation is shown in Table I. 

From Table I, the mean value of   d* can be calculated to bed2 *• «0376, its standard 

deviation <$^=4 ft^R "<* / «=.0209 and its coefficient of variation   Gy — 55.5% 

Substituting c?into Eq.(2l) yields finally 

5. Conclusions 

Thr.ee methods of studying the problem of energy dissipation of wave motion due to 

turbulence have b»en reviewed and their advantages and disadvantages briefly discussed. 
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Table I 

Experimental Results of Energy Losses due to 'Vavo Motion 

Run 

No. 

Water 

Depth 

H 

(cm) 

Wave 

Period 

T 

(sec) 

Wave 

Celerity 

0 

(cm/sec) 

Wave 

Length 

X 
(cm) 

«/\ 
Wave     Height 

(cm) 

Water 

Temper- 

ature 

(t ) 1>1 >>2 hf+h2 

2 

I 90- 1.05 170 178 0.50 T3.6h 12.70 13.17 27.0 

2 10? 0.96 156 I* 0.70 Hi .60 I3.T0 11.85 17.0 

3 105 1.07 180 103 0.5). 15.20 13.80 Hi.50 17.0 

U 120 1.10 163 179 0.67 17.13 15.16 I6.I), II.2 

5 120 1.23 196 2lil 0.50 17.90 16.33 17.12 2*5.0 

6 130 1.28, 208 266 0.U9 19.33 17 .U9 18 ,!tl II.2 

7 IllO I.2U 201 2ll9 0.56 20.23 I8A7 19.35 21.5 

8 IUo 1.36 221 300 O.M 36.I1I4 32.li7 3I..U6 22.0 

tlun 

No. 

Atmospheric 

Temperature 

ft) 

Atmospheric 

Pressure 

/      mm    \ 
( Vercury 1 
^Column  J 

Density 

of Air 

f'xtO* 
(g/cm') 

Dynamic 

Viscosity 

of Water 

/iX10! 

(Poise- 
dyne-Scc/cmz) 

EfXIO"3 

(g-cm/sec8) 

EjXIO"5 

(g-cm/setr) 

I 29.5 75I.U 0.115 0.85U 1,882 I,6'8 

2 20.0 765.9 0.I2I 1.08 I,9h2 1,578 

3 20.0 765.9 0.121 1.08 2,1>70 2,01,8 

li 12.0 759.7 O.I2h 1.26 2,800 2,215 

5 2ll.5 758.1. 0.II8 0.891 3,7liO 3,130 

6 12.0 759.7 0.12k 1.26 U,6h5 3,818 

7 22.0 759.2 0.120 0.969 li,890 It, 090 

8 23.0 759.1. 0.II9 0.958 16,700 I3,h60 
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Tibia I 

Experimental Results of Energy Losses due to Wave Motion 

Run 

No. 

E- E 

E« 

(g/seo3 ) 

Ew 

(g/seo3) 

E,- E2 

d2 (ftV/xiO* 
L 

(g/sec3) 

L 

(g/seo3) 

I 135.6 9.9 85.2 1(0.5 0.0I6I K.62 

2 202.2 13.2 III. 2 77.8 O.0I38 5.67 

3 23li.lt 12.8 115.? I06.li ,0.0332 0.19 

It 325.0 lit.5 152.2 158.3 0.0274 I.Oh 

5 339.0 lit.2 136.3 188.5 O.CS93 It.71 

6 li59.lt 16.7 183.5 259.2 0.0783 16.56 

7 UljU.lt 18.8 180.5 2li5.I 0.01(65 0.79 

8 1800 59.0 SUi.S II96.5 0.0262 1.30 
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? 
It seems more properly to approach the subjeot by making use of the theory of turbulent 

flow. 

The importance of considering simultaneously the horizontal and vertical gradients 

of both the horizontal and vertical velocity fields have been pointed, out.    An analytical 

formula, i.e.,the Eg. (26), has been derived theoretically, with the coefficient in it 

determined experimentally, which cmn be used to compute the rate of turbulent dissipation 

of wave energy. 
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Appendix 2 Notation 

a,b Lagrangian coordinates of liquid particles, b«»0 at free surface 

B width of wave tank 

c—-- wave celerity 

C) i oz --— constants 

cv  —— coefficient of variation 

D -.-— symbol,      V^x' /.j-      is the functional determinant of X,T with respect 
| D(a,b),| 

to a, b 

e-— base of• the natyral logarithm 

Ef, &z    --—'- average quantity of energy transmitted by waves per unit time and per 

unit crest width in the direction of wave propagation through sections 

I and 2 respectively 

Ea  average dissipation per unit time and per unit horizontal area in the 

boundary surfaco between air and liquid when wave propagates in calm air 

E^_  turbulent dissipation of energy per unit time,  per unit crest width and 

per wave length of the liquid volume extended from water surface to bottom 

ET-B\ /\ 

E^ rate of dissipation due to fluid viscosity 

Sw   average dissipation per unit time and per unit horizontal area caused 

by the friction of the side walls of a ware tank 

p : quantity defined by    Eg-(3) 

g. acceleration of gravity 

h»hj, h2 wave heights 

K?"4F--— wave number 

£   —_. nixing length of fluid particles 

L ~— horizontal diatance between wave gauge stations 

t —•-- time 
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T —- wave period 

u -—, component velocity In X- direction 

V   component velocity in T direction 

X, T —— Cartesian coordinates 

X   dinensionless coefficient 

^'A'&A dimensionless constants 

£_— coefficient of kinematic eddy viscosity 

\~— wave length 

Ji—*~ coefficient of dynamic viscosity 

TC-3.I4-Z 

p  mass density of liquid 

f? .- mass' density of air 

(5——• radian frequoncy (— -y—   );  standard deviation 

ITxy ~"~" T component of turbulent stress acting on a surface element, the outward 

normal of which Is parallel to X-axis 

TxXjTyV similar in meaning to 7;xy 

H>  energy loss of turbulent motion per unit time and per unit liquid volume 


